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Sulfophenylated Terphenylene Copolymer Membranes and
Ionomers
Thomas J. G. Skalski,[a] Michael Adamski,[a] Benjamin Britton,[a] Eric M. Schibli,[b]
Timothy J. Peckham,[a] Thomas Weissbach,[a] Takashi Moshisuki,[c] Sandrine Lyonnard,[d]
Barbara J. Frisken,[b] and Steven Holdcroft*[a]
The copolymerization of a prefunctionalized, tetrasulfonated
oligophenylene monomer was investigated. The corresponding
physical and electrochemical properties of the polymers were
tuned by varying the ratio of hydrophobic to hydrophilic units
within the polymers. Membranes prepared from these polymers possessed ion exchange capacities ranging from 1.86 to
3.50 meq g@1 and exhibited proton conductivities of up to 338
mS cm@1 (80 8C, 95 % relative humidity). Small-angle X-ray scattering and small-angle neutron scattering were used to elucidate the effect of the monomer ratios on the polymer morphology. The utility of these materials as low gas crossover,

highly conductive membranes was demonstrated in fuel cell
devices. Gas crossover currents through the membranes of as
low as 4 % (0.16 : 0.03 mA cm@2) for a perfluorosulfonic acid
reference membrane were demonstrated. As ionomers in the
catalyst layer, the copolymers yielded highly active porous
electrodes and overcame kinetic losses typically observed for
hydrocarbon-based catalyst layers. Fully hydrocarbon, nonfluorous, solid polymer electrolyte fuel cells are demonstrated with
peak power densities of 770 mW cm@2 with oxygen and
456 mW cm@2 with air.

Introduction
Acid-bearing polymers have been of high interest in recent decades owing to their potency as ion conducting media in various electrochemical applications, including the electrolysis of
water, water purification, redox flow batteries, and hydrogen
fuel cells (FCs).[1, 2] Since their conception in the 1960s, perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) ionomers such as Nafion have been the
technological and commercial benchmark for ion-conducting
polymers. Despite their popularity, these materials suffer from
drawbacks, namely: challenging syntheses and associated production costs; environmental concerns associated with (per)fluorinated chemicals; and high reactant permeabilities, which
may lead to system inefficiencies and failure.[3–5] Numerous sulfonated polymers have been reported as alternatives to traditional PFSAs, with emphasis on those containing aromatic
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groups within the polymer main chain.[5, 6] Materials such as
poly(arylene ethers),[7, 8] poly(arylene ether ketones),[9–11] poly(arylene sulfones),[11, 12] and poly(phenylenes),[9, 13–16] have been investigated over recent decades.
Historically, acid functionalization in these systems has been
achieved through post-functionalization, typically by subjecting a polymeric substrate to aggressive sulfonating reagents
with variable concentrations or reaction times.[9] Although effective, post-functionalization strategies are synonymous with
a lack of reproducibility, with limited control over the location
of the hydrophilic functional group on the resulting functionalized polymer, and non-integer degrees of functionalization.[14, 17, 18] Synthesis of ion-conducting polymers from prefunctionalized monomers has been demonstrated to offer a distinct
structural advantage over their post-functionalized analogues
in that the degree of functionalization and polymeric structure
are precisely controllable.[9, 13, 19–21]
The presence of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties
on ion-conducting polymers drives phase segregation into respective domains,[6, 22–24] which facilitates the formation of ionic
clusters and channels throughout the materials prepared
therefrom. These nano- and microscopic morphological features are critical to their properties as ion-conducting
media.[6, 24–27] A highly prospective approach to emphasize and
exploit phase behavior in ion-containing polymers is copolymerization, which has been frequently shown to be advantageous for the fabrication of membranes for electrochemical
applications.[21, 28–30] A critical factor for such membranes is the
total ion content, or ion exchange capacity (IEC).[31] There
exists an intimate structure–morphology–property relationship
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between the IEC, water sorption, connectivity of hydrophilic
channels, degree of dissociation of acidic groups, and ultimately, ion conductivity of the membrane.[6, 32, 33] The development
of new polymers and related materials with a focus on enhancing these aspects in unison are likely to enhance the properties
of proton exchange membranes (PEM) to unprecedented
levels of performance over current standards.
In the context of electrochemical technologies, equally important to the transport properties of materials is durability
and longevity. For example, the incorporation of ion-containing
polymers in FCs is considered a particularly harsh application
owing to the exposure to reactive free radicals at elevated
temperatures. Therefore, the examination of ion-containing
polymers in the context of FCs is particularly useful for assessing their chemical stability in addition to being technologically
relevant, as these applications are the most demanding on the
ion-conducting polymeric medium. Here, the chemical stability
is typically assessed ex situ through a Fenton’s reagent test,
and in situ through a PEMFC open circuit voltage (OCV) accelerated stress tests (ASTs).[34–36]
With PEMFC technology entering a growth in commercialization, there is significant interest in the design of ion-conducting polymers with improved stabilities,[15, 37–40] the most promising of which is based on the use of polyarylene backbones
devoid of labile linkages, such as poly(phenylene)s.[41, 42] Functionalized polymers comprised entirely of para-phenylene linkages have been reported by several groups, dating back to
Litt’s original polyphenylene sulfonic acid.[43] However, the
degree of polymerization achievable in such systems appears
to be limited, yielding materials with poor mechanical properties and solubility characteristics, preventing critical research in
both ex situ and in situ characterizations.[15, 44] An alternative
synthetic route to poly(phenylene)s involving two monomers
and free of additional reagents or catalysts, which may circumvent the molecular weight limitations of polycondensations of
dihalogenated aromatics,[15] is the [4+
+2] Diels–Alder cycloaddition.[42, 45, 46] Nonfunctionalized, phenylated poly(phenylene)s
(PPPs) prepared through this route possess excellent thermal
stability[47] up to 550 8C in air and 575 8C under a nitrogen atmosphere.[41] The typical yields reported are near-quantitative,
reinforcing the efficacy and potential industrial feasibility of
the synthetic approach.[41] The functionalized analogue, sulfonated phenylated poly(phenylene) (sPPP), was first prepared

through post-functionalization by Stille and co-workers[48] to
enhance the solubility of the highly insoluble PPP, and more
recently, by the Sandia National Laboratory group for the purpose of preparing PEMs.[14] The latter group demonstrated that
post-functionalized sPPPs afford tough membranes possessing
considerable electrochemical properties, and the group has
made significant contributions towards total polymer morphological characterization.[16, 49–51] Owing to the high stability of
the backbone, simple synthesis, and promising initial PEM
properties, sPPP became a topic of interest.[16, 49–51]
Unfortunately, despite promising initial reports, according to
the published literature the overall synthetic strategy had several limitations. First, polymerization of the PPP backbone
yielded a wide range of molecular weights (Mw = 12 300–
172 000 Da) with dispersities (W) ranging from 1.9–4.0.[14, 41, 52]
Second, despite reporting a synthetic approach that allowed
for tuning the polymer IEC, the random and irreproducible
nature of postsulfonation gave irregular functionalizations on
the polymer backbone, in the range of 0.8–2.1 sulfonic acid
groups per repeat unit. These irregularities made it difficult to
provide definitive structural characterization. Structural regularity is important in obtaining well-defined, reproducible polymers, as this has been linked to membranes with improved
properties.[15, 53, 54]
Recently, our group reported the synthesis of a prefunctionalized, tetrasulfonated oligophenylene monomer based on the
original bis-tetracyclone (BTC),[55] which was used to prepare a
series of functionalized sPPP homopolymers and oligomers
with a precisely defined molecular structure.[13, 19] Additionally,
by modifying the dienophile monomer, we prepared homopolymers with different hydrophobic segments to control the IEC,
lower their water uptake and swelling, and to tune proton conductivity.
Herein we report a copolymer-based approach to control
and tune the properties of the ion-containing polymers for
electrochemical characteristics (Figure 1). By introducing a hydrophobic group (bis-tetracyclone, 6) into the polymer backbone through copolymerization using our previously described
presulfonated monomer (8) in varied molar ratios, six statistical
copolymers sPPP(m)-y were prepared; here, m refers to the
hydrophilic content in molar fraction, and y is the respective
cation, either (H + ) or (HNEt3 + ). Clear trends on the physicochemical properties of interest, such as water sorption, dimen-

Figure 1. Preparation of sPPP(m)-H + copolymers with tunable ion exchange capacity (IEC) values through the introduction of a hydrophobic monomer.
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sional stability, hydrolytic, and oxidative degradation stability
were observed. By varying the degree of hydrophobicity
within the polymer backbone, we show precise tunability over
electrochemically important characteristics such as IEC and
proton conductivity, which we extend to demonstrations in
FCs. Finally, we report X-ray and neutron diffraction scattering
structural characterization to further elucidate the effects that
IEC tuning has on the morphology of these ionic copolymers.

Experimental Section
The overall synthetic routes for the reported monomers and resulting polymers are outlined in Scheme 1 a and Scheme 1 b, respectively. The syntheses of compounds 3 and 4 are detailed in the
Supporting Information, whereas the syntheses of compounds 6, 7,
8, 10, and 11 have been reported in our previous work.[13] Sonogashira cross-coupling reactions (syntheses of compounds 3 and 10)
were conducted by using standard Schlenk manifold techniques.

Protodesilylation (compound 11) and sulfonation (compound 7)
were performed under an argon atmosphere.

General procedure for the syntheses of sPPP(m)-H +
The general synthetic route for the synthesis of sPPP(m)-HNEt3 + is
shown in Scheme 1 b. We began with a polymerization optimization study using sPPP(0.8)-HNEt3 + . The effects of temperature,
time, solvent concentration, and dienophile/diene ratio on polymer
yield and molecular weight were investigated. The obtained polymers were analyzed with size exclusion chromatography (SEC) in
dimethylformamide (DMF) and all subsequent polymerizations
were performed based on these optimizations.

General polymerization method for the synthesis of
sPPP(0.9)-H +
To a 250 mL Schlenk flask containing a stir bar, monomers 6
(0.217 g, 0.314 mmol, 0.1 equiv) and 8 (4.00 g, 2.83 mmol,

Scheme 1. The synthetic pathways for the syntheses of (a) the reported monomers, and (b) the sPPP(m)-y copolymers. (i) Pd(PPh3)2Cl2, CuI, HNEt2, 56 8C, 6 h;
(ii) I2, DMSO, 150 8C, 8 h; (iii) KOH, EtOH, 80 8C, 3 h; (iv) trimethylsilyl chlorosulfonate (TMS-O-SOCl2), dichloroethane (DCE), room temperature, 8 h; (v) NEt3,
nBuOH, 4 h; (vi) K2CO3, Et2O/MeOH (3/1), room temperature, 6 h; (vii) nitrobenzene, 195–220 8C, 120 h; (viii) NaOH, MeOH, 4 h, room temperature; (ix) H2SO4(aq),
H2O, 4 h, RT. Herein, Me = methyl, Et = ethyl, Bu = butyl.
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0.9 equiv), were added, followed by nitrobenzene (44 mL). The solution was gently stirred at room temperature while it was degassed with argon for 30 min. Freshly sublimated 1,4-diethynylbenzene (11; 0.402 g, 3.19 mmol, 1.02 equiv) was then added, and the
reaction mixture was further stirred at room temperature for
30 min. The reaction vessel was then inserted into a sand bath preset to 220 8C, with medium stirring, for 120 h. After cooling, the solution was poured into boiling ethyl acetate (400 mL) and refluxed
for 4 h. The solution was filtered without cooling and the collected
polymer precipitate was washed with boiling ethyl acetate (3 V
100 mL). The obtained brown powder was dissolved in methanol
(15 mL) and poured into ethyl acetate (500 mL). The resulting precipitate was collected by filtration and dried under vacuum at
120 8C overnight, to give sPPP(0.9)-HNEt3 + as an off-white, fibrous
solid product. Yield: 4.17 g (84.7 %). The polymers were characterized by 1H NMR and SEC in DMF prior to further use.
Cation exchange from the triethylammonium salt to the acid form
has been outlined in our previous work.[13] The triethylammonium
salt (@SO3@HNEt3 + ) was removed first by soaking the polymer in a
basic methanolic solution (NaOH in MeOH), resulting in conversion
of the polymer to an alkaline form (@SO3@Na + ). The polymer was
then subject to an aqueous acid wash, converting it to its acidic
form (@SO3@H + ). Following this conversion, the polymer was again
characterized using 1H NMR and SEC in DMF.

Membrane preparation and characterization
The polymer acidic forms sPPP(m)-H + were cast from 7 % w/w solutions in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). After complete dissolution of
the polymer, each solution was thoroughly filtered through a borosilicate glass filtration Buchner funnel with a sintered disc (coarse
frit) by vacuum filtration, and the resulting polymer solution was
coated onto a glass plate using an adjustable doctor blade. After
heating in an oven at 86 8C for 8 h to evaporate the DMSO, the
glass plate was removed and cooled to ambient conditions. The resulting membrane was released from the glass plate by immersion
in dilute acid, rinsed thoroughly with deionized water, and dried
overnight at 80 8C under vacuum. Membranes were obtained with
an average thickness of 45 mm, from which samples were then cut
for further characterization.

Mechanical properties
Mechanical properties, such as tensile strength, Young’s modulus,
and elongation at break, are typically assessed by a standardized
tensile test.[56] These parameters are essential for evaluating a
membrane material’s overall physical robustness and durability, especially to elastic deformation.[56] Barbell-shaped membrane samples were cut using a standard ASTM D638 type IV specimen cutting die from polymer membranes equilibrated at ambient conditions for a minimum of 24 h. Mechanical strength measurements
were obtained on an Instron 3344 Series single column system,
with a set operational crosshead speed of 5 mm min@1. Each value
represents an average of at minimum three sample measurements.
Error is reported as the standard deviation.

Dimensional stability, ion exchange capacity, and water
sorption characteristics
Previously published[19] methodologies were used to determine the
polymer water sorption characteristics, including water uptake,
water content, dimensional stability (volumetric expansion or
ChemSusChem 2018, 11, 4033 – 4043
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volume uptake), ion exchange capacity (IEC), number of water molecules per sulfonic group (l, mol H2O per mol of @SO3H), membrane analytical acid concentration [SO3H], and effective proton
mobility (meff). A detailed outline can be found in the Supporting
Information.

Stability measurements
The oxidative stability of the polymers was examined by subjecting
membrane samples to Fenton’s reagent test. The metal-catalyzed
disproportionation of H2O2 is an effective method of generating
oxygen-containing free radical species in solution, serving as
common ex situ accelerated degradation testing for PEMs. Membrane samples were exposed to Fenton’s reagent (80 8C, 3 % H2O2,
3 ppm Fe2 + ) and removed periodically for analysis until no membrane visibly remained.

Proton conductivity
In-plane proton conductivity (s) was measured by AC impedance
spectroscopy using conductivity cells assembled from membrane
samples with a two-electrode configuration, according to a procedure described elsewhere.[57] Measurements were performed inside
a humidity chamber held at 30 or 80 8C at various relative humidity
(RH) values: 95 %, 90 %, 70 %, 50 %, and 30 % RH. Resistance data
were plotted as a Nyquist plot, which was fit to a Randles equivalent electrical circuit to calculate a value for membrane ionic resistance, from which s was calculated. Additional information can be
found in the Supporting Information.

X-ray scattering
A SAXSLab Ganesha 300XL instrument was used for X-ray scattering measurements. The instrument utilizes a copper anode source
operating at 50 kV and 0.6 mA, which produces radiation with a
wavelength of 1.54 a. Measurements were performed utilizing a
mobile PILATUS3 R 300 K photon counting detector. Small-angle
(SAXS), medium-angle (MAXS), and wide-angle (WAXS) X-ray scattering configurations were employed to provide a q-range of ranging from 0.06 to 27 nm@1. Measurements were performed on samples in vacuum and on hydrated samples. Samples measured in
vacuum were allowed to equilibrate within the evacuated instrument chamber for one hour. Hydrated samples were immersed in
deionized water for one hour, patted dry with tissue, and measured in sealed cells. Low-q features in the SAXS data were fit to
the correlation length model (CLM) as implemented in the NIST
small-angle scattering package provided for Igor Pro [Eq. (1)],[58]
IðqÞ ¼

A
C
þ
þB
Qn 1 þ ðQx1 Þm

ð1Þ

in which x1 is the correlation length, m and n are Porod exponents,
A and C are scale parameters and B is the q-independent background. The first term is motivated by the power-law behavior at
low-q, the second term by scattering from regions in which there
are correlations in the electron density fluctuations, and the third
term, B, accounts for incoherent scattering. Mid-q features were
fitted to the broad peak model [BPM, Eq. (2)],
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also as implemented in the NIST package. Although most terms
are the same as in the CLM, the model includes a peak centered at
Q2, which indicates a characteristic spacing d2 is present in the material. This length scale is often approximated by the Bragg length;
however, this can underestimate the characteristic length by up to
22 % in polymer systems [Eq. (3)].[59]
d2 ¼

2p
Q2

ð3Þ

Neutron scattering
Neutron scattering was performed at the D22 beamline at the Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble, France. Measurements were performed using two detector positions, which provided a q-range of
0.06 to 6 nm@1. Samples were measured after equilibration with atmospheres of controlled humidity and temperature, or with D2O at
controlled temperature. Samples were humidified in sealed containers containing saturated salt solutions at 20 8C for 72 h.[60] Samples were hydrated by immersion in D2O for at least 3 h at 20, 40,
or 60 8C. These samples were loaded into sealable sample cells
with two drops of excess D2O. The 2D scattering patterns were radially averaged to obtain the 1D spectra, which were then corrected for detector efficiency, transmission, and empty-cell background
scattering. Mid-q features in ambient humidity and fully hydrated
samples were fit to the BPM [Eq. (2)].

Fuel cell characterization
Membrane-electrode assemblies (MEAs) incorporating sPPP(m)-H +
polymers were formed, integrated into FC systems, and characterized in situ as described in the Supporting Information. Polymers
sPPP(0.6)-H + , sPPP(0.8)-H + , or sPPP(1.0)-H + were incorporated
into these systems as both ionomer in the catalyst layers (20 wt %
ionomer of solids to a total loading of 0.4 mgPt cm@2) and membrane, yielding an assessment of each sPPP(0.6)-H + , sPPP(0.8)-H + ,
and sPPP(1.0)-H + as fully hydrocarbon solid polymer electrolyte
FCs. These were compared with a wholly PFSA reference MEA composed of Nafion D520 in the catalyst layers (30 wt % ionomer of
solids to a total loading of 0.4 mgPt cm@2) and Nafion 212 membrane.
Electrochemical characterization was performed by using a combined potentiostat/frequency-response analyzer (Princeton Applied
Research VersaSTAT 4) after equilibration of the fuel cell to a stable
low potential < 0.15 V under fully humidified 0.25/0.5 slpm H2/N2
anode/cathode gas feeds. Chronoamperometry was performed at
100 mV step@1 from 0 to 600 mV at 30 s step@1, and linear sweep
voltammetry at 2 mV s@1 from OCV to 600 mV for the measurement
of fuel crossover and detection of shorting, respectively. Cathode
ionomer conductivity was measured by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy. Using an inert (0 slpm) N2 feed, cyclic voltammetry
was performed from 0.05 to 0.8 V up to 20 cycles or measurement
destabilization for the measurement of the electrocatalytically
active surface area. Electrochemical data was processed as described previously.[61] After disassembly, MEAs were freeze-fractured
with liquid N2 and the membrane and electrode thicknesses were
measured by scanning electron microscopy (FEI/Aspex Explorer).
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Results and Discussion
Synthesis, casting, and characterizations
Five random copolymers sPPP(m)-HNEt3 + and one homopolymer sPPP(1.0)-HNEt3 + were prepared from the presulfonated
diene monomer BTC(SO3HNEt3 + ) (8), its unsulfonated diene analogue BTC (6), and dienophile 1,4-diethynylbenzne (11). In
this study, we investigated the properties of these polymers,
from sPPP(1.0) to the copolymer sPPP(0.5), which contains
50 % of each presulfonated and unsulfonated monomers. The
optimum polymerization conditions were 120 h reaction time
in nitrobenzene solvent at a monomer concentration of
96 g L@1 and temperature of 220 8C. Numerous other solvents,
namely DMSO, DMF, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), dimethylacetamide (DMAc), and sulfolane, were ineffective at yielding
polymers with sufficient molecular weights. The same synthetic
strategy was employed for each copolymer. The yield decreased with increasing hydrophobic content, which was attributed to poorer solubility of the hydrophobic backbone in
nitrobenzene. Polymer purity was assessed by 1H NMR spectroscopy using the triethylammonium cations on sPPP(m)HNEt3 + as internal probes. Terminal ethynyl functional groups
were observed (singlet at 4.12 ppm), which were used to estimate the molecular weight (detailed in the Supporting Information). Triethylammonium cations were removed through a
two-step process involving exchange to the sodium form
sPPP(m)-Na + by immersion in methanolic sodium hydroxide
solution, followed by immersion in an aqueous sulfuric acid solution, yielding the respective acidic form sPPP(m)-H + . After
drying under vacuum at 120 8C to remove the residual water,
the polymer molecular weights were investigated. Both the
triethylammonium and acid forms were characterized using
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) in DMF containing LiBr
(0.01 mol L@1). The average molecular weights are reported in
Table 1.
These data show that the molecular weights of sPPP(m)HNEt3 + decreased with increasing hydrophobic character. This
observation suggested that polymer solubility in the nitrobenzene solvent system may be a limiting factor with increasing
hydrophobic character. To further probe this hypothesis, the
fully hydrophobic PPP was synthesized from BTC (6) and 1,4-

Table 1. Yield and molecular weights of sPPP(m)-HNEt3 + and sPPP(m)H + , as determined by SEC in DMF.

sPPP(m)-HNEt3 +

Polymer

Yield [%][a]
sPPP(1.0)
sPPP(0.9)
sPPP(0.8)
sPPP(0.7)
sPPP(0.6)
sPPP(0.5)
PPP
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89.1
81.1
89.0
79.1
85.6
83.2
67.2

sPPP(m)-H +

Mw[a]
[Da]

W[a]

Yield [%][b]

Mw[b]
[Da]

W[b]

363 800
347 000
240 000
267 800
217 000
198 000
77 600

1.86
2.41
1.96
2.63
2.75
3.43
2.57

92.1
89.2
> 99
> 99
93.2
92.8
N/A

290 900
221100
225 000
176 000
103 550
161 400
N/A

1.90
1.83
2.01
2.43
3.50
2.87
N/A
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diethynylbenzene (11), which resulted in material with a
weight average molecular weight (Mw) of only 77 600 Da. The
molecular weights of functionalized polymers decreased after
conversion from triethylammonium to acid form for each polymer, supporting a successful exchange to a repeat unit of
lower molecular weight (removal of 4 triethylamine molecules
per repeat unit).
Polymer acidic forms sPPP(m)-H + were cast into membranes
using the aforementioned techniques, and their membrane
properties were investigated. Mechanical strength measurement data showed that all sPPP(m)-H + membranes had similar
tensile strength (43.8 : 5.1 MPa) and Young’s modulus (1228 :
191 MPa), larger than that of NR-211 (17.3 : 0.4 MPa and 270 :
17 MPa, respectively), but displayed lower elongation at break
values (Table S9 and Figure S24). The data obtained from these
measurements suggested that the rigid-rod polyphenylene
backbone employed provides significant mechanical strength
and resistance to elastic deformation,[42] properties that are integral to robustness and longevity in electrochemical device
manufacturing and operation.[35] Ionic content does not appear
to significantly affect the material mechanical properties. The
findings presented herein are consistent with previously published mechanical properties of post-sulfonated phenylated
polyphenylenes,[14] as well as presulfonated derivatives.[19]
Theoretical (IECth) and experimental (IECxp) ion exchange capacity values, calculated and determined by titration experiments, respectively, are shown in Figure 2. They follow a linear

Table 2. Properties of sPPP(m)-H + membranes.

Polymer

WU [%] WC [%] VU [%] l

[@SO3H] Density [g cm@3]

sPPP(1.0)(H +)
sPPP(0.9)(H +)
sPPP(0.8)(H +)
sPPP(0.7)(H +)
sPPP(0.6)(H +)
sPPP(0.5)(H +)

319.3
278.3
191.7
125.4
90.5
65.1

0.85
0.84
1.10
1.34
1.35
1.51

76.1
73.6
65.7
55.6
47.5
40.3

364.3
348.8
200.0
141.9
93.9
67.7

50.7
47.2
37.0
25.0
20.2
19.4

1.17
1.16
1.15
1.11
1.09
1.06

mained intact at room temperature. sPPP(0.8)-H + –sPPP(0.5)H + were fully insoluble.
sPPP(1.0)-H + showed the largest water and volume uptakes,
which declined significantly with increasing hydrophobic character. Similarly, polymer water content showed a gradual decline with increasing hydrophobic character from sPPP(1.0)-H +
to sPPP(0.5)-H + . The number of water molecule per sulfonic
acid was highest in sPPP(1.0)-H + , which consequently possessed one of the lowest acid concentrations.
In-plane ionic conductivity measurements were conducted
at 30 and 80 8C between 30 % and 95 % RH. Data are summarized in Figures 3 and 4 and Tables S7 and S8. There was a clear
trend with increasing hydrophobic character and decreasing

Figure 2. Theoretical and experimental IEC values for sPPP(m)-H + polymers.

trend from sPPP(0.5)-H + (IECth = 2.17 meq g@1) to the homopolymer sPPP(1.0)-H + (IECth = 3.70 meq g@1). The experimental
IECs closely matched their theoretical counterparts, as previously observed.[13, 19] These data provide insight to polymer
tunability according to the ratios of hydrophilic and hydrophobic monomers used. The water uptake (WU%), water content
(WC%), volume uptake (VU%), water sorption (l, number of
protons per sulfonic acid: mol H2OCmol@1 SO3H), acid concentration ([@SO3H]), and material densities (g cm@3) of each polymer membrane are summarized in Table 2. High hydrophilic
content polymers sPPP(1.0)-H + –sPPP(0.9)-H + showed excessive swelling and eventual dissolution in water at 80 8C but reChemSusChem 2018, 11, 4033 – 4043
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Figure 3. (a) Proton conductivities of sPPP(m)-H + and Nafion NRE 211 at
30 8C and variable RH and (b) the respective log plot.
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reagent solutions using excess sodium sulfite, which resulted
in precipitation of the dissolved polymers from solution and allowed for collection of material for subsequent analysis. After
1 h exposure, all sPPP(m)-H + membrane samples were visually
intact, displayed no observable mass loss (Figure S17), and
were chemically unchanged when assessed by 1H NMR (Figures S18–S23). After 3 h total exposure time, sample dissolution
hindered our ability to accurately determine the residual mass
for sPPP(1.0)-H + and sPPP(0.9)-H + samples, but recovered
material further showed no changes to chemical structure
when assessed by 1H NMR. The residual masses of membrane
samples (excluding precipitated materials) are summarized in
Figure S17. These data reflect the high oxidative stability of a
polyphenylene backbone and expand on previously published
results for these types of systems.[13, 19, 62] In stark contrast, a recently reported class of highly phenylated, postsulfonated poly(arylene ether)s with similar IECs retained as little as 80 % of
initial sample masses, or dissolved entirely, after just 1 h under
these conditions.[63]
Morphological analysis
Small angle X-ray scattering data are presented in Figure 5, in
which vacuum measurements in vacuum are shown in Figure 5 a and measurements in ambient humidity are shown in
Figure 5 b, for samples containing monomers that are 50 to
100 % sulfonated. All samples show a mid-q feature (Feature 2,
at approximately 3 nm@1) and a pair of high-q peaks (Feature 3,
q > 10 nm@1). Feature 2 and the second peak in Feature 3 are
Figure 4. (a) Proton conductivities of sPPP(m)-H + and Nafion NRE 211 at
80 8C and variable RH and (b) the respective log plot.

proton conductivities in the polymers examined. At 30 8C and
95 % RH, sPPP(1.0)-H + displayed a noteworthy conductivity
(120 mS cm@1) compared with Nafion 211 (79 mS cm@1). The
conductivity of the highly hydrophobic sPPP(0.5)-H +
(0.5 mS cm@1) was significantly lower under identical conditions. At 80 8C and 95 % RH, sPPP(1.0)-H + showed excellent
conductivity (338 mS cm@1), and polymers with increasing hydrophobic character up to sPPP(0.6)-H + (133 mS cm@1) had
higher conductivity than Nafion 211 (113 mS cm@1). These data,
along with the trends observed in polymer water sorption,
suggested that the introduction of hydrophobic co-monomers
into the prefunctionalized proton conducting polymers is an
effective means of tuning both their physicochemical and electrochemical properties.
Membrane stability
To demonstrate the resilience of a wholly aromatic polymer
backbone, a polymer oxidative stability test was conducted by
subjecting membrane samples to Fenton’s reagent. In the case
of sPPP(1.0)-H + and sPPP(0.9)-H + , the membrane samples
dissolved prior to completion of the analysis, likely owing to
their high hydrophilic ratios, as previously reported.[13] However, in these instances, it was possible to quench the Fenton’s
ChemSusChem 2018, 11, 4033 – 4043
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Figure 5. SAXS measurements for sPPP(m)-H + samples with different charge
content (a) in vacuum, and (b) in paste cells at ambient humidity. Fits of the
CLM [Eq. (1)] to Feature 1 for sPPP(0.5), sPPP(0.6), and sPPP(0.7) are shown
as dashed curves, whereas fits of the BPM [Eq. (2)] to Feature 2 for all samples are shown as solid curves.
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more prominent in the ambient humidity measurements, but
otherwise differences between measurements in the two environments are not remarkable. Feature 2 reveals the presence
of nanoscale organization in the range of a few nanometers,
whereas Feature 3 probably arises from interchain correlations.
In addition, samples with fewer sulfonated monomers,
sPPP(0.5)-H + , sPPP(0.6)-H + , and sPPP(0.7)-H + , show a low-q
feature (Feature 1) located at approximately 0.5 nm@1. The
small angle behavior dominated in all samples by a steep intensity upturn, which was related to the presence of longrange inhomogeneity, a typical behavior observed in randomly
distributed polymer aggregates or bundles.
The SAXS data were complemented by small angle neutron
scattering (SANS) to further evaluate the origin of the various
peaks, with particular focus on the nanoscale organization.
Neutron scattering results are presented in Figure 6, in which
measurements on samples of different charge content hydrated in D2O are shown in Figure 6 a, whereas Figures 6 b and 6c
show data for sPPP(0.7)-H + and sPPP(0.9)-H + at various levels
of hydration. Features 1 and 2 are also visible in the SANS
data. Feature 1 is only clearly visible in the data for fully hydrated sPPP(0.5)-H + and sPPP(0.7)-H + ; for the latter it is clearer in Figure 6 b than in Figure 6 a. In Figure 6 a, Feature 2 appears in samples with higher charge content, generally shifting
to lower-q as the charge content is increased except for
sPPP(0.9)-H + , in which the feature is less pronounced. Feature 2 clearly strengthens and shifts to lower q as the level of
hydration is increased for both sPPP(0.7)-H + and sPPP(0.9)-H +
, as shown in Figures 6 b and 6 c. The SANS measurements
were not made to high enough q for the high-q feature seen
in WAXS (Feature 3) to be visible. Samples were also hydrated
in mixtures of H20 and D20 (data not shown). All features completely disappeared in mixtures that were 60:40 H2O/D2O. Calculations indicate that the scattering length density of the
polymer should match that of a 60:40 H2O/D2O mixture.
The correlation length model (CLM) was fit to Feature 1 in
the X-ray data for sPPP(0.5)-H + , sPPP(0.6)-H + , and sPPP(0.7)H + , yielding correlation lengths ranging from 1.53 : 0.08 to
1.36 : 0.01 nm, as shown in Table 3. This length scale is not significantly different in vacuum or ambient measurements but
appears to decrease with increasing sulfonation. Because this
feature is not present in samples that contain few unsulfonated monomers, and because it is independent of water content,
we believe that this length scale corresponds to individual
monomers. Scattering from sulfonated and unsulfonated monomers will be different; we estimated a X-ray scattering length
density of 10.35 V 10@6 a@2 for the fully sulfonated monomers[64]
and 9.49 V 10@6 a@2 for the unsulfonated monomers.[65] The size
of the correlation length was consistent with an estimated monomer length of 1.5 nm; this feature was not present in an
analysis of randomly postsulfonated polyphenylenes,[16] in
which the monomers are not distinct. The difference of the
neutron scattering length densities is smaller, consistent with
the fact that this feature is less clear in the SANS data. We also
attempted to fit the BPM to Feature 1 in the data. However,
the feature was not distinct enough to resolve both form
factor and structure factor.
ChemSusChem 2018, 11, 4033 – 4043
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Figure 6. SANS measurements for (a) samples of different charge content hydrated in D2O at 20 oC, (b) sPPP(0.7)-H + at various levels of hydration, and
(c) sPPP(0.9)-H + at various levels of hydration; both parts (b) and (c) also
compare the data for the fully hydrated sample at 20 and 40 8C. In (a), the qindependent background terms, as determined from fits to the data, have
been subtracted. Measurements of the fully hydrated samples have been
vertically offset for clarity. The fits of the BPM to Feature 2 are included in (a)
as solid curves.

Table 3. Results of fitting the correlation length model [Eq. (1)] to Feature 1 in the SAXS data.
Material

sPPP(0.5)(H +)
sPPP(0.6)(H +)
sPPP(0.7)(H +)

x1 , vacuum [nm]

x1 , ambient [nm]

1.46 : 0.03
1.42 : 0.08
1.36 : 0.01

1.53 : 0.07
1.40 : 0.05
1.38 : 0.01

The broad peak model (BPM) was fit to Feature 2 in the Xray and neutron data, except for sPPP(0.5)-H + , for which Feature 2 was not visible. The correlation length associated with
the size of the clusters, x2, was approximately 1 nm for all fits,
but the characteristic spacing associated with this feature, d2,
varied with hydration and charge content. The results for samples at different levels of hydration are shown in Figure 7 a.
The characteristic spacing, d2, was just under 2 nm until the
humidity reached approximately 50 %. At this point, it in-
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Figure 7. The broad peak model was fit to Feature 2 in the X-ray data
[Eq. (2)], in which d2 was calculated by using Equation (3). Part (a) shows fit
results for the SAXS (vacuum and ambient) and SANS measurements performed at different levels of humidity. Part (b) shows the SANS measurements of fully hydrated samples at 20 8C with varying degrees of hydrophilic
monomer content (denoted sulfonation %). Open markers are used to represent SAXS results, whereas closed markers are used to represent SANS
results.

creased with increasing humidity by an amount that depended
on the charge content. In the fully hydrated samples (Figure 7 b), we observed length scales ranging from 2.67 : 0.07 to
4.3 : 0.5 nm. Given that Feature 2 strengthens and shifts to
larger length scales with increasing hydration as the humidity
was varied and with increasing charge content as measured in
fully hydrated samples, we believe that this was associated
with the spacing between small nanometer clusters of ions
and water in the polymer. A similar feature was observed in
previous measurements of randomly postsulfonated polyphenylenes; however, the length scale associated with the feature
did not change systematically with degree of sulfonation in
the postsulfonated materials.[60] Our observations are summarized visually in the schematic in Figure 8.
Analyses in fuel cells
Fully hydrocarbon sPPP-based MEAs were formed using
sPPP(0.6)-H + , sPPP(0.8)-H + , and sPPP(1.0)-H + as both membrane and ionomer in the catalyst layer and operated as FCs.
The composition, construction, and conditioning of MEAs are
as described in the Supporting Information. sPPP-based membranes exhibited very high in situ ionic conductivity (Figure 9 a): for sPPP(0.6)-H + , sPPP(0.8)-H + , and sPPP(1.0)-H +
ChemSusChem 2018, 11, 4033 – 4043
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Figure 8. Schematic representations of our interpretation of the origins of
Features 1 and 2. (a) Feature 1 is associated with the size of the monomer, in
which x1 is the size of a monomer. If the majority of monomers are the
same, this length scale cannot be observed, but when both monomers are
present, this feature is observable because the two monomers scatter differently. (b) Feature 2 is associated with the spacing and size of the water-rich
regions in the samples. This region facilitates ion conductivity. d2 is the distance between water pockets. The minimum size for d2 is the distance between two sulfonic acid groups (15 a), but even a “dry” membrane contains
3–4 water molecules per sulfonic acid. As water content increases, d2 grows.

in situ conductivities at 80 8C, 100 % RH were measured to be
74 : 2, 244 : 28, and 256 : 34 mS cm@1, respectively, compared
with 81 :1 mS cm@1 for Nafion 212. These values corresponded
well with the conductivities measured ex situ at 95 : 5 % RH
(see Figure 4), previous reports,[13] and similar materials.[19]
H2 fuel crossover currents for sPPP(0.6)-H + , sPPP(0.8)-H + ,
and sPPP(1.0)-H + were very low: 0.41 : 0.02, 0.57 : 0.01, and
0.16 : 0.03 mA cm@2, respectively, compared with the 3.73 :
0.06 mA cm@2 measured for the PFSA reference. Thus, fully hydrocarbon sPPP-type FCs exhibited only 4–15 % of the fuel (H2)
crossover of the PFSA reference membrane of similar thicknesses, as per Figure 9 b.
Polarization data was collected with cathode gas feeds of
oxygen, Figure 10 a, and air, Figure 10 b. For sPPP(0.6)-H + ,
sPPP(0.8)-H + , and sPPP(1.0)-H + , peak power densities in
PFSA-optimized conditions in oxygen were 500, 770, and
418 mW cm@2, respectively, compared with 792 mW cm@2 for
the PFSA reference (Figure S32 b); in air, 244, 456, and
256 mW cm@2, respectively, compared with 455 mW cm@2 for
the PFSA reference (Figure S32 c). Time scales relevant to the
determination of equilibrated water transport (5 min pt@1), and
all sPPP-based systems show equivalent water transport to
PFSAs, thus showing stability, repeatability, and equal or lower
mass-transport losses for equivalent non-MEA components.
Both sPPP(0.8)-H + and sPPP(1.0)-H + formed low-resistance
membranes (see Figure S32 a). However, sPPP(1.0)-H + exhibited significant kinetic-region losses which we attributed to sig-
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Figure 9. Membrane data for sPPP-based systems compared with a PFSA reference for a) membrane conductivity from in situ data (iR drop method) and
b) hydrogen fuel crossover data determined by chronoamperometry.

nificant in situ swelling of ionomer in the catalyst layer. Full polarization of fully hydrocarbon systems is rare in the literature,
and the equivalence of the fully sPPP(0.8)-H + system to the
PFSA reference in all of the kinetic, Ohmic, and mass transport
regimes is a very promising result for future development.

Conclusions
The control and tunability of the physical and electrochemical
properties of sulfonated and phenylated polyphenylenes was
demonstrated by copolymerization of ion-containing prefunctionalized and nonfunctionalized monomers. Variation of the
ratios of these monomers resulted in changes in the polymeric
structure, which were elucidated through small-angle X-ray
and neutron scattering experiments. sPPP(m)-H + polymers
with weight average molecular weights of up to 291 kDa were
achieved (DPn = 269), from which tough yet flexible membranes were prepared and characterized for their physicochemical and electrochemical properties. Experimental ion exchange capacities from 1.86 to 3.50 meq g@1 were observed,
which corresponded to 50–100 % functionalized monomers
and displayed ex situ proton conductivities of 62–338 mS cm@1
at 80 8C and 95 % relative humidity. Ex situ oxidative stability
measurements highlighted the chemical integrity of the purely
aromatic backbone free of labile linkages; after 3 h total exposure time, no changes to the chemical structure were observed. Finally, in situ FC characterization yielded a promising
assessment of the sPPP(m)-H + efficacy as fully hydrocarbon
ChemSusChem 2018, 11, 4033 – 4043
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Figure 10. sPPP(1.0)-H + , sPPP-(0.8)-H + , and sPPP(0.6)-H + as both membrane and ionomer in the catalyst layer, i.e., hydrocarbon-based FCs, compared with a standard Nafion reference, operating at zero backpressure
(100 kPaabs) and conditions optimized for the Nafion reference: 95 % RH,
80 8C, 0.5/1.0 slpm gas flow of H2/O2 (a) or air (b) at the anode/cathode; all
data 5 min pt@1 at 100–200 mA cm@2 intervals with 1 min pt@1 at mA cm@2 intervals to resolve the kinetic region; 0.4 mgPt cm@2 cathode/anode catalyst
loadings with composition and conditioning as described above and in the
supporting information. with composition and conditioning as described
above and in the supporting information.

solid polymer electrolyte FCs, with peak power densities measuring 770 mW cm@2 in oxygen and 456 mW cm@2 in air. Cumulatively, the work reported herein demonstrates the feasibility of
purely hydrocarbon approaches to electrochemical systems,
such as FCs, as a true competitor to traditional PFSA-based
materials.
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